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Objective: To evaluate bias and precision of exposure-outcome effect estimates from three control sampling strategies in a case- 
crossover study.
Methods: Online case-crossover study investigating eight physical activity-related triggers for acute flares in knee osteoarthritis. 
Exposures were measured in hazard periods (≤24 hours before self-declared flare onset). Control period exposure was measured in 
three ways: (1) four scheduled questionnaires over 13-weeks, (2) “usual” physical activity levels ascertained at baseline, (3) over three 
days before flare onset. Derived odds ratios, 95% confidence intervals and standard errors were compared.
Results: Of 744 participants (mean age 62.1 [SD 10.2] years; 61% female), 493 reported 714 flares. Selecting controls from scheduled 
questionnaires, independent of hazard periods, yielded predominantly odds ratios in the expected direction (exposure “a lot” versus 
exposure “not at all”, range: 0.57–3.22). When controls were sampled at baseline (range: 0.01–1.42) or immediately before a flare 
(range: 0.30–1.27) most odds ratio estimates were inverted. Standard errors of the log odds ratios were smallest when controls were 
sampled from scheduled questionnaires (range: 0.264–0.473) compared to controls sampled at baseline (range: 0.267–0.589) or 
immediately before a flare (range: 0.319–0.621).
Conclusion: Our findings are sensitive to control sample selection. Under certain conditions, different patterns could be attributed to 
over reporting and social desirability bias, where people may want to present themselves more positively about their “usual” physical 
activity levels, at baseline. Exposure measurement at the time of a flare may be less precise and more susceptible to recall bias due to 
systematically reporting exposures differently during a flare, compared to control measurement independent of flares.
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Introduction
The case-crossover is an efficient study design to estimate the effect of transient exposure on acute outcome. This self- 
controlled design has key advantages including no time-invariant confounding and no requirement of unexposed 
individuals. This is achieved by measuring exposure over a set period prior to the outcome (hazard), and then comparing 
this exposure measurement at other periods (controls) when the outcome did not occur, within the same individual.1

Differential information bias may arise if recall of exposure differs within the hazard and control periods. Various 
control sampling strategies may be employed to ensure the exposure distribution best represents the expected exposure 
distribution while at risk of the outcome during the hazard periods. Exposure can be measured over a short interval of 
time for both control and hazard periods, or for control samples, over longer intervals by capturing data on “usual” 
exposure frequency.1,2
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Few studies have evaluated the influence of control sampling strategy on exposure-outcome effect estimates. Studies 
comparing a pair-matched interval approach with the usual frequency approach3–5 found that the latter approach yielded 
greater precision with exposure effect estimates in the same direction in both approaches. A similar finding was also 
observed by Bond et al6 constructing 1095 six-hour control periods over the past year (usual frequency approach) which 
yielded greater precision in estimates and mostly smaller exposure effect estimates than using a single control (pair- 
matched interval approach). Mittleman et al3 also found increasing the number of control periods (multiple intervals 
matched approach) led to greater precision in exposure effect estimates than using a single control in the pair-matched 
interval approach. Similarly, Möller et al7 observed that sampling controls 24-48 hours prior to the hazard period in 
a pair-matched interval approach yielded larger exposure effect estimates and standard errors than multiple controls 
sampled independently of the hazard period.

We sought to contribute new empirical evidence to this sparse evidence base using data from an online case-crossover 
study of triggers for acute flares in knee osteoarthritis. The ACT-FLARE study8 was intentionally designed to incorporate 
several control sampling strategies. In this analysis, we compare the direction, magnitude, and precision of exposure 
effects for eight self-reported physical exposures obtained from three control sampling strategies: (i) usual frequency 
measurement at baseline, (ii) scheduled measurement, and (iii) event-driven measurement, and critically reflect on 
implications for bias and efficient use of resources in the future design of similar studies.

Methods
Data Source
The ACT-FLARE case-crossover study recruited adults aged ≥40 years with knee pain and/or knee osteoarthritis from 15 
general practices, local communities, and social media advertisement in England. Ethical approval was obtained from 
Yorkshire & The Humber-Leeds East Research Ethics Committee (REC reference number: 18/YH/0075). After consent-
ing, participants completed a Baseline questionnaire including questions on descriptive characteristics and “usual” levels 
of physical activity exposures. Participants were then invited to complete four Scheduled follow-up questionnaires at 1-, 
5-, 9- and 13-weeks. This included questions on physical activity exposures on the day of completion and three days 
prior. At any point over the 13-week study, participants could report an acute flare and complete an Event-Driven 
questionnaire capturing information on the flare and physical activity exposures on the day of flare and three days prior.8

Exposures
Our focus was on nine physical activities that were well-completed across the three questionnaire types and for which 
there is consensus on the anticipated direction of association. Exposure to one physical activity, going up and down 
ladders, was rare (4%) and dropped from further analysis leaving eight physical activity exposures. The question on 
exposure frequency differed slightly across the three questionnaires but response options were consistent (Figure 1).

Outcome Definition
A self-reported flare was defined as a sudden onset of worsening signs and symptoms, lasting for at least 24 hours.8,9

Selection of Hazard Periods
In the Event-Driven questionnaires, exposures measured on the day of the flare represented the hazard period. 
Participants could report ≥1 flare during the study and therefore potentially contribute multiple hazard periods.

Selection of Control Periods
Exposures measured in the hazard period were compared with exposures measured during the control periods (when no 
flare occurred). Three control strategies were considered:

Strategy 1: Four Scheduled questionnaires, with exposures measured on day of questionnaire completion.
Strategy 2: Baseline questionnaire, measuring “usual” frequency of exposure.
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Strategy 3: Event-Driven questionnaire, with exposures measured on days one, two, and three prior to flare 
occurrence.

Timing of hazard and control periods are illustrated in Figure 2. The primary analysis of the ACT-FLARE study9 

utilised the four Scheduled questionnaires as the control sampling strategy, ie multiple intervals matched approach. This 
was more likely to yield greater precision due to matching on several controls compared to one control, and be 
independent of hazard periods compared to the “usual” frequency at Baseline and the Event-Driven questionnaires, 
where self-reported exposure data may be influenced whilst having a flare. Although we believed this to be the least 
biased strategy it is the most burdensome for researcher administration and participants. The Scheduled questionnaire 
was considered the referent control strategy for this analysis and was therefore reported first in the subsequent analyses.

Statistical Analysis
For the primary analysis, one hazard period per participant was matched to one control period (1:1 matching, pair- 
matched interval approach), to ensure any differences observed between the three control strategies was not due to 
differing number of control and hazard periods across exposures. For each participant, the first reported flare was taken as 
the hazard period to ensure the frequency exposure distribution in the hazard period was the same across all three control 
sampling strategies. Whilst the Baseline questionnaire and the Event-Driven questionnaire provided one control period 
each, for the Scheduled questionnaire, up to four control periods were potentially available. The first completed 
Scheduled questionnaire was selected as the control period. This was deemed acceptable as approximately 50% of 
controls were assessed both before and after a hazard period across all eight physical activity exposures. For each 
physical activity exposure, the same hazard periods were analysed and sample size was constant across the three control 
strategies.

In the analysis of discordant pairs in case-crossover studies, conditional logistic regression is a standard approach that 
has advantages of incorporating m:n matching and modelling exposure with more than two category levels, unlike the 
Mantel-Haenszel estimator that is restricted to binary exposure.3,10,11 Odds of exposure compared between the hazard 
and control periods yielded odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. Standard errors of the log odds ratio were also 
estimated. Estimates were compared across the three control sampling strategies. Discordant pairs underpinning the 
conditional logistic regression analysis were also tabulated to examine patterns. Analyses were performed in Stata v16.0 
(Stata Corporation, Texas, USA).

Figure 1 Exposure measurement in the ACT-FLARE study.8 The exposure frequency question wording was slightly different across the Baseline, Scheduled and Event- 
Driven questionnaires. The response options for each of the exposures measured were consistent.
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Four sensitivity analyses were performed following the primary analysis. First, many–to-many matching (m:n 
matching, multiple intervals matched approach) allows all available hazard and control periods to be included, analysing 
the maximum available data. Using up to four Scheduled questionnaires as controls were accounted for using m:n 

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the three control period sampling strategies employed in the ACT-FLARE study.8 Strategy 1 represents a participant who reported 
a flare and provided bi-directional control exposure measurements by completing 4 Scheduled questionnaires; strategy 2 represents a participant who reported a flare and 
provided control exposure measurement from the Baseline questionnaire; strategy 3 represents a participant who reported a flare and provided control measurement as 
part of the same Event-Driven questionnaire.
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matching. When the baseline questionnaire was utilised as a single control, m:1 matching was performed. A single 
control measured one day prior to day of flare occurrence measured via the Event-Driven questionnaire was matched 
to day of flare occurrence (1:1 matching, pair-matched interval approach). Across the three control strategies, the sample 
size for controls naturally differed. Second, control period selection was restricted to only those measured prior to hazard 
periods, ie unidirectional sampling to examine time trends in exposure.2 This restriction was only applicable for the 
analysis using Scheduled questionnaires. Third, the analysis was re-run with the exclusion of participants who reported to 
be experiencing a flare at Baseline, which could influence how initial questionnaires were answered. Fourth, we redefined 
the hazard period to one day before the day of the flare occurrence to ensure all exposures had occurred prior to flare 
occurrence and exposures in the control period were measured two days prior to flare occurrence. The fourth sensitivity 
analysis using the Event-Driven questionnaires, was extended to include two and three days prior to the day of flare 
occurrence to further examine induction time.

Results
744 eligible adults consented to participate and completed the Baseline questionnaire between July 2018 and 
February 2019 (mean age [standard deviation (SD)] 62.1 [10.2] years; 61% female; mean body mass index 29.2 (SD: 
5.7) kg/m2). Forty-four percent were employed, 43% were retired. The majority (36%) had knee pain for between 1–4 
years, but pain for <1 year, 5–9 years and ≥10 years was also common, 16%, 18% and 27% respectively. Sixty-eight 
percent had consulted a General Practitioner for knee pain in the last 12 months and 32% had consulted a physiotherapist. 
Based on self-reported physical activity, 37% of the sample were “inactive”.9 During the study period, 714 flares were 
reported from 493 participants who completed Event-Driven questionnaires. In the primary analysis, between 346 and 
356 participants were analysed for each exposure. Half of scheduled control periods (48–50%) occurred prior to flare 
onset.

Across the three control sampling strategies, the most common exposures reported “a lot” were sitting for long 
periods without a break (23.0–30.9%), going up and down stairs (21.0–39.9%) and walking outside without a rest (16.3– 
29.3%) (Figure 3).

Using 1:1 matching (paired-matched interval approach) yielded sets of estimates for the eight physical activity 
exposures that appeared to be systematically different across the three sampling control strategies (Figure 4; Table 1; 
Table S1). For the sampling strategy using the Scheduled questionnaires, most odds ratio estimates were positive 
(>1). Conversely, when control periods were sampled from the Baseline questionnaire and from within the Event- 

Figure 3 Exposure frequencies across the three control sampling strategies. CSS1: Control sampling strategy 1: Four Scheduled questionnaires, with exposures measured 
on day of questionnaire completion. CSS2: Control sampling strategy 2: Baseline questionnaire, measuring “usual” frequency of exposure. CSS3: Control sampling strategy 3: 
Event-Driven questionnaire, with exposures measured one day prior to flare occurrence.
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Driven questionnaire odds ratio estimates <1 were most commonly observed. Difference in the precision of 
estimates were modest but favoured the Scheduled questionnaire due to the higher number of discordant pairs 
(Figure 4).

In sensitivity analyses using all available hazard periods and controls periods (m:n matching, multiple intervals 
matched approach) the patterns of exposure effect estimates and standard errors remained comparable although the 
standard errors were smaller from analysing a larger number of hazard and control periods (Table S2). When 
restricting the Scheduled Questionnaire analysis to control periods occurring before the hazard period (unidirec-
tional sampling), derived point estimates were in the same direction, and were slightly larger in magnitude than in 
the primary analysis for most exposures (Table S3). Removing participants who reported having a flare when 
completing the Baseline questionnaire led to a slight systematic increase in the magnitude of odds ratio point 
estimates across most physical activity exposures, across all the control sampling strategies (Table S4). By 
moving the hazard period from the day of the flare to 1 day prior to flare occurrence, the odds ratio point 
estimates remained largely in the same direction as the primary analysis, however the magnitude varied slightly 
for some exposures (Table S5). Extending the Event-Driven questionnaire control period sampling, by using two 
and three days prior to the day of flare occurrence, yielded odds ratio point estimates in the same direction as the 
primary analysis. However, by sampling control periods further away from the day of flare occurrence, larger odds 
ratios with smaller standard errors were observed across most physical activity exposures (Table S6).

Response option to exposure frequency: ‘A little’ versus ‘not at all’ (reference)

(A)  (B)  

Response option to exposure frequency: ‘A lot’ versus ‘not at all’ (reference)

(C) (D)

Figure 4 Comparison of effect estimates across the three control sampling strategies (1:1 matching). (A) odds ratio point estimates for exposure frequency: “A little” 
versus “not at all” (reference), (B) standard errors for exposure frequency: “A little” versus “not at all” (reference), (C) odds ratio point estimates for exposure frequency: 
“A lot” versus “not at all” (reference), (D) standard errors for exposure frequency: “A lot” versus “not at all” (reference).
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Discussion
This study demonstrates how choice of control sampling strategy may qualitatively and quantitatively affect exposure 
effect estimates from case-crossover analyses. By examining potential triggers for acute flares, in adults with or at risk of 
knee osteoarthritis, broad systematic differences were observed across sets of estimates from three control sampling 
strategies. Eight exposures were measured and compared, representing a range of physical activities that might be 

Table 1 Comparison of Physical Activity Exposure Odds Ratios and Standard Errors Across Each Control Sampling Strategy (1:1 
Matching, Pair-Interval Matched Approach)

First Completed Scheduled 
Questionnaire

Baseline Questionnaire Event-Driven Questionnaire, 1 Day Before 
Flare Occurrence

OR (95% CI) SE of log OR OR (95% CI) SE of log OR OR (95% CI) SE of log OR

Walking outside without a rest

Not at all 1 1 1
A little 1.50 (0.97, 2.31) 0.220 0.33 (0.19, 0.58) 0.281 0.52 (0.29, 0.93) 0.296

A lot 2.88 (1.63, 5.11) 0.292 0.29 (0.16, 0.55) 0.321 0.66 (0.34, 1.28) 0.339

Standing for long periods without a rest

Not at all 1 1 1
A little 1.28 (0.87, 1.88) 0.196 0.65 (0.44, 0.95) 0.196 0.79 (0.46, 1.36) 0.278

A lot 3.22 (1.85, 5.61) 0.283 0.91 (0.54, 1.53) 0.267 1.27 (0.64, 2.51) 0.350

Sitting for long periods without a break

Not at all 1 1 1
A little 0.66 (0.43, 1.02) 0.223 0.31 (0.19, 0.50) 0.239 0.25 (0.12, 0.53) 0.387

A lot 0.57 (0.34, 0.96) 0.266 0.20 (0.11, 0.35) 0.300 0.30 (0.13, 0.66) 0.407

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity

Not at all 1 1 1

A little 0.98 (0.67, 1.43) 0.193 0.25 (0.17, 0.38) 0.213 0.49 (0.29, 0.82) 0.264

A lot 1.36 (0.81, 2.28) 0.264 0.64 (0.34, 1.21) 0.325 0.74 (0.39, 1.37) 0.319

Going up and down stairs

Not at all 1 1 1

A little 1.32 (0.73, 2.40) 0.304 0.59 (0.27, 1.26) 0.390 0.72 (0.32, 1.61) 0.409

A lot 1.40 (0.74, 2.63) 0.323 0.25 (0.11, 0.56) 0.411 1.10 (0.44, 2.77) 0.470

Driving

Not at all 1 1 1

A little 0.97 (0.66, 1.41) 0.192 0.05 (0.02, 0.13) 0.512 0.42 (0.25, 0.70) 0.266

A lot 0.94 (0.53, 1.70) 0.299 0.01 (0.004, 0.04) 0.589 0.61 (0.28, 1.33) 0.402

Squatting or kneeling

Not at all 1 1 1

A little 0.93 (0.61, 1.44) 0.220 0.31 (0.20, 0.49) 0.232 0.65 (0.37, 1.15) 0.288

A lot 2.15 (1.12, 4.15) 0.335 1.42 (0.69, 2.91) 0.367 1.18 (0.53, 2.62) 0.407

Lifting or moving heavy objects

Not at all 1 1 1

A little 0.78 (0.53, 1.14) 0.194 0.19 (0.12, 0.31) 0.231 0.84 (0.51, 1.38) 0.253

A lot 2.85 (1.13, 7.22) 0.473 0.35 (0.14, 0.85) 0.454 1.09 (0.32, 3.69) 0.621

Abbreviations: OR, Odds ratio; CI, Confidence Intervals; SE, Standard Error; log, natural logarithm.
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expected to vary in frequency, accuracy of recall, and strength of association. Selecting controls from Scheduled 
questionnaires, independent of hazard periods, yielded predominantly positive odds ratio point estimates, compared 
with contrasting inverse estimates when control samples were based on questions about “usual” physical activities in the 
cohort Baseline questionnaire, or on the day before the flare within an Event-Driven questionnaire completed at the time 
of the flare.

Relative to the Scheduled questionnaire sampling strategy, the Baseline questionnaire and the Event-Driven ques-
tionnaire approaches may be subject to bias. Based on the observations of discordant pairs (Table S1), it appears 
participants systematically over-report their “usual” exposure frequencies at Baseline. Using self-report to examine 
regular physical activities is known to be vulnerable to over-reporting and social desirability bias, where respondents 
wish to identify themselves positively, for example as active individuals [eg12]. Consequently, use of this control 
sampling strategy should perhaps be avoided in circumstances where recalling answers to particular questions may be 
inconsistent or prone to such bias. For example, judgements around “usual” frequency of going up and down stairs may 
be more speculative than questions such as frequency of healthcare consultation for knee pain in the last year. Support for 
this interpretation in the current data is the exposure to squatting or kneeling. This question yielded positive odds ratio 
point estimates across all three sampling strategies. It is possible that judgements about general frequency of exposure to 
these provocative movements is memorable (or largely avoided) for people with knee pain and therefore more robust to 
question format and timing.

In the Event-Driven questionnaires reporting exposures on the day of flare onset and the three days prior whilst in the 
midst of a flare, where being more active is a potentially plausible explanation for flare onset, physical activity 
questioning is likely more vulnerable to recall bias. Similarly, during Scheduled questionnaires, completed during non- 
flare episodes, participants may have plausibly answered these questions when they have more time on less busy or less 
active days. This could also render these responses vulnerable to recall bias. However, when we observed the estimates 
for the Scheduled questionnaire, taking into account day of the week, overall interpretation of the pattern of estimates 
remained comparable (data not shown). The assumption of independence between control and hazard periods,2 is more 
likely to be met using Scheduled questionnaires than measuring controls over three days prior to flare onset and at 
baseline where some participants were known to be experiencing a flare at that time, especially when an exposure may 
act over a longer period of time to result in the flare.

For the sensitivity analysis extending the control sampling strategy in the Event-Driven questionnaire from one day 
prior to two and three days prior, the observed odds ratio patterns were consistent. One explanation for this could be that 
recall bias persists when having a flare, regardless of how many days the questions span, and some participants may have 
to think back over a longer period if they delayed reporting the flare on day of onset. Another explanation could be that 
the induction period for a flare was mis-specified and could last four or more days, therefore the whole induction period 
was not fully observed. Within our dataset, it cannot be ruled out that this vulnerability applies equally to the observed 
hazard period in the Event-Driven questionnaire, resulting in systematic overestimation of exposure frequency in the 
hazard period also.

Our analysis therefore, cautions against sampling control periods at the time of a flare (or equivalent transient 
outcome) in several circumstances; if exposure states are less well defined or if induction time between exposure and 
outcome is unknown or poorly understood; if exposure measurement questioning is potentially vulnerable to recall bias; 
or if the induction period and impact of recall bias are likely to vary differentially amongst a set of putative exposure 
measurements.

Under sensitivity analysis restrictions, time-trends in exposure or flare status at study entry did not overly affect the 
overall interpretation; this likely reflects the short 13 week study duration. Also by moving the hazard period from 
the day of the flare to 1 day prior to ensure temporal ordering between flare and exposure, observations were generally 
unchanged. For the Scheduled questionnaire control strategy, 1:1 matching (pair-interval matched approach) and m:n 
matching (multiple intervals matched approach) produced comparable odds ratio estimates. This indicates that sampling 
one control period per hazard period may be sufficient when approaches for collecting multiple control periods are 
impractical, problematic (eg, using electronic health records), or increase participant burden, although precision will 
likely be reduced.
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Our observation that increasing the number of control periods reduces the standard error in the exposure effect 
measurement is consistent with previous studies of physical exertion and myocardial infarction3 and triggers of 
attacks of Meniere’s disease.7 In contrast, irrespective of control sampling strategies (pair or multiple intervals 
approaches) both Mittleman et al3 and Möller et al7 estimated exposure effects consistently in the same direction. 
Another notable difference was exposure measurement at Baseline. In our study, “usual” frequency of exposure 
was measured on a normal day as determined by the participant whereas Mittleman et al3 and Sorock et al5 

measured “usual” frequency of exposure by calculating the duration of time exposed by multiplying reported 
usual frequency of exposure by usual duration. The “usual” frequency approach yielded greater precision in 
exposure effect estimates than the pair interval strategy although the converse was observed in our study for the 
“usual” frequency approach. Möller et al7 had a similar study design to our study whereby controls were sampled 
at set time points during study follow-up independently of the hazard period and over a short period of time prior 
to the hazard period; and had also found sampling controls independently of the hazard period yielded the 
smallest standard errors. Inconsistent observations across studies may be attributed to different study populations 
and exposure measurements. This suggests there may not be one optimal control sampling strategy; rather choice 
will depend on context.

Conclusion
In conclusion, derived odds ratios of exposure-outcome effect estimates in this case-crossover study appear sensitive to 
how control samples are assembled. Our analysis suggests that compared with a control sampling strategy of repeated 
prospective measurement of exposure frequency, “usual” frequency control measures at baseline, or control measures 
ascertained at the time of flare/outcome onset may be more vulnerable to bias.
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